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ABSTRACT
While search engines are the major sources of content discovery on online content providers and e-commerce sites,
their capability is limited since textual descriptions cannot
fully describe the semantic of content such as videos. Recommendation systems are now widely used in online content
providers and e-commerce sites and play an important role in
discovering content. In this paper, we describe how one can
boost the popularity of a video through the recommendation
system in YouTube. We present a model that captures the
view propagation between videos through the recommendation linkage and quantifies the influence that a video has on
the popularity of another video. Furthermore, we identify
that the similarity in titles and tags is an important factor in
forming the recommendation linkage between videos. This
suggests that one can manipulate the metadata of a video
to boost its popularity.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems]: Applications

General Terms
Algorithms, Measurement, Human Factors

Keywords
YouTube, Recommendation System, View Propagation, Video
Popularity

1.

INTRODUCTION

Online content providers and e-commerce sites typically
provide search engines to help users discover items of their
interests among the increasingly huge collection of items
available on these sites. However, the capability of the
search engines becomes limited when the textual descriptions of content cannot fully represent the semantic of the
content. This is especially true for user generated video
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sharing sites, such as YouTube, Vimeo, and Dailymotion,
where textual descriptions of videos are provided by video
uploaders and are sometimes incomplete and inconsistent.
Recommendation systems are now widely used in online content providers and e-commerce sites. These recommendation
systems take advantage of the hints from users’ interactions
with the sites to provide recommendation without solely depending on textual descriptions or content analysis. For
example, the item-based collaborative filtering algorithm infers a relationship between items from the number of times
the items are bought/viewed together by the same user, and
thus it can provide recommendations even without textual
information of the content. As a result, recommendation
systems play a significant role in discovering content. For
example, it has been shown in [11] that approximately 30%
of the views on YouTube are from users clicking on related
video recommendation lists.
In this paper, we focus on the role of the recommendation system in boosting the popularity of user generated
videos on YouTube. For user generated video sharing sites,
it is common that a recommendation list containing related
videos is provided along with each video. While the first
video view of a user is often through search engines, a homepage, or external links from other websites and emails, subsequent video views might come from the user clicking on
a video on the related video lists. Considering the role of
the recommendation system in “propagating” views, we investigate how the presence of the recommendation system
impacts video popularity, measured by the number of video
views. In particular, we explore how a view of one video influences the view of other videos through the related video
linkage induced by the recommendation system and identify
the underlying causes of strong influence between videos.
To this end, we propose a view propagation model to
quantify the impact of the recommendation system. Based
on the model, we study the view propagation on YouTube
and show that it is possible to identify a subset of videos that
are highly influential on the popularity of a video. Identifying the influence between videos is important for several
reasons. First, the influence between videos provides a way
to estimate the level of co-access between videos, which is
useful for optimizing the architecture of online video sharing sites for better performance and efficiency in terms of
data access. Second, the influence between videos provides
an avenue for boosting video popularity. While search engine optimization techniques have been explored extensively,
little has been done to investigate the potential of boosting video popularity through recommendation systems. We

identify the underlying factors that induce the recommendation linkage between videos and factors that affect the influence between videos. With this knowledge, it is possible
for a video uploader to manipulate the metadata of his/her
video to exploit the recommendation system for boosting
the video’s popularity. Our work is summarized as follows.
• We propose a model to analyze view propagation between videos. Based on the model, we quantify the
influence between videos and demonstrate how the influence can be derived from the data statistics from
YouTube. Our model can not only estimate the influence between videos, but also derive the number of
views that come from the recommendation system, as
well as the number of views that come from sources
other than the recommendation system for each video.
• Our analysis on the view propagation on YouTube provides hints on how one could increase views via the
help of the recommendation system. We quantify the
level of contribution from referrer videos that are directly linked and indirectly linked to a video. Our results indicate that although direct referrer videos generally contribute most views to a video, indirect referrer videos are also significant sources of views. We
find that the popularity of a referrer video (in terms
of views coming from sources other than the recommendation system) is generally the most important in
determining the number of views that are propagated
from them.
• We identify that the similarity in titles and tags of
videos is an important factor in forming the recommendation linkage between videos. From our experimental
results, there is approximately 40% chance that the
most similar video in terms of titles and tags is among
the top referrer videos of a video. Since titles and tags
of videos can be determined freely by video uploaders,
strategies such as identifying the most popular videos
with similar topic and using a title similar to the identified videos’ might help to attract more views.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the view propagation model. Section 3
describes our dataset, and Section 4 explains our approach
in computing the influence for YouTube videos. In Section 5,
we analyze the factors that determine the number of views
propagated between videos. Section 6 explores the roles of
titles and tags of videos in creating referrer links. We discuss
related work in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.

2.

VIEW PROPAGATION MODEL

Consider a typical system with an item-based recommendation system, in which each item is associated with a list
of recommended items. When a user views an item, he/she
may click and view another item in its recommendation list,
and continue on. In this scenario, the first item contributes
to the views of the subsequent items. Our goal is to study
how one item’s popularity impacts other items’ popularity
via the recommendation links. Usually, the probability that
a user viewing item i will click on item j in its recommendation list, or the click through rate (CTR) from i to j, is not
difficult to obtain. However, this probability is not sufficient
for our goal as it only captures the relationship between an

item and the items in its recommendation list. Therefore, we
propose the view propagation model, which can be used to
derive the influence of one item to other items even though
they are not directly linked.
Let us first define some terminology. A user who views
item i may view item j in i’s recommendation list. In this
case, i is called a referrer item of j. A view of an item is
categorized into two types. The first type is a view an item
receives from its referrer item through a recommendation
list, called a propagated view. The second type is a view an
item receives from a source other than the recommendation
lists, called an injected view.
Let P be an N × N transition probability matrix where N
is the number of items in a system, and P (i, j) is the CTR
from i to j. P (i, j) = 0 if j is not in i’s recommendation
list. The influence from i to j, denoted by F (i, j), is defined
as the probability that a user who views i will view j by
traversing one or more recommendation lists. We note that
P is different from F since P is the probability of viewing j
from i directly by clicking on i’s recommendation list.
We will now describe a view propagation process to derive F . The view propagation starts with an injected view
of item i, then the view may be propagated to one of the
recommended items of i or stop propagating according to
the transition probability in P . This propagation continues
according to the probability given by P .
With the described view propagation, given the injected
views of items and the transition matrix P , we can compute
the propagated views of items by iterating the view propagation. Let VI be the row vector of injected views, where
VI (i) is the number of injected views of i, and VP be the
row vector of propagated views, where VP (i) is the number
hki
of propagated views of i. Let VP be the row vector of proph1i
agated views in iteration k. Then, we have VP = VI P and
hki
hk−1i
VP = VP
P . The total propagated views are the sum
of propagated views from every iteration. Thus, we have
VP = lim

n→∞

n
X
k=1

hki

VP

= lim

n→∞

n
X

VI P k .

(1)

k=1

If the maximum absolute row sum norm of P (kP k∞ ) is
less than one, the series converges [7]. This condition means
that if for every item i the sum of the CTRs from i to other
items is less than one, we would have
VP = VI ((I − P )−1 − I),

(2)

where I is the identity matrix. The condition is usually
true because it is not likely that a view of one item always
leads to a view of another item. From Equation 2, the total
propagated views of an item consist of a fraction of injected
views from other items. The matrix ((I − P )−1 − I) contains
the ratios of injected views that propagate from one item
to another item, which is the influence F . That is, F =
((I − P )−1 − I).
In the following sections, using YouTube as a case study,
we perform extensive analysis on injected views, influence,
and propagated views between videos in order to understand
the role of the recommendation system on the popularity of
videos.

3.

DATASET DESCRIPTION

YouTube video information can be crawled through YouTube
data API and HTML scraping. For each video, we obtain

three pieces of information: metadata, related video list, and
view statistics. First, the metadata contains the basic information such as title, tags, and total view count. Second,
the related video list is a list of related videos recommended
by YouTube. Third, the view statistics include the video’s
view count series over time, its top ten view sources, and
the date of the first referral and the number of views from
each source (called the refer views). The view sources are
classified into different categories. The category that we are
interested in is Related video, for which the view statistics
provide the video ID of a referrer video, which is a video
that leads users to view the current video. We refer to the
videos contained in the top ten view sources of a video as
its top referrer videos.
Our dataset contains several snapshots of video information. Our crawling process was repeated approximately every two weeks, from November 2010 to March 2011. In each
round, the crawling started from the same set of 1,502 seed
videos. The information of the seed videos was collected,
and their top referrer videos were extracted. Then, the top
referrer videos were crawled. These steps were performed
recursively in the manner of breadth-first search for six levels, resulting in approximately 120,000 videos being crawled
in each round. We provide the overview of the videos in our
dataset by showing the CCDF of the number of video views
from one of the snapshots in Figure 1. As can be seen from
the figure, the videos’ popularity ranges from one view to
almost 380 million views, which allows us to study videos
with a wide range of popularity.

have the total views of each video and the CTRs between
videos and their top referrer videos. We first address how
the dynamic of recommendation lists on YouTube affects
our model. Then, we describe how to estimate the injected
views from the data, followed by how to obtain influence
and propagated views between each pair of videos.

4.1

Dynamic of YouTube Recommendation Lists

The YouTube recommendation system keeps updating its
recommendation based on new information. As a result, the
transition matrix P is changing over time. Consider a short
period (t, t+1), where the time granularity is small enough so
that the transition matrix can be considered stable. Let P (t)
(t)
be the transition matrix for the period, ∆VP be the vector
(t)
of propagated views gained during the period, and ∆VI
be the vector of injected views during the period. From
Equation 2, the vector of propagated views gained during
(t)
(t)
(t)
the period is given by ∆VP = ∆VI (I − P (t) )−1 − ∆VI .
Thus, the total propagated views can be computed by
VP =

m
X

(t)

∆VP

=

t=1

m
X

∆VI ((I − P (t) )−1 − I),
(t)

(3)

t=1

where m is the total number of periods. However, our
dataset does not have full information of injected views and
the transition matrix. In addition, it is not practical to obtain the data for every short period. In the following, we
show how we simplify the computation using approximation
from available YouTube data.
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Figure 1: CCDF of video view count

4.

OBTAINING INFLUENCE FOR VIDEOS

In this section, we explain how we obtain the influence between YouTube videos from YouTube data. From the propagation model, to compute the influence and propagated
views from one video to another video, we need to know the
injected views of each video (corresponding to vector VI )
and the CTR between every pair of video (corresponding
to matrix P ). However, from raw YouTube data, we only

0.2
Click through rate

From the crawled video information, the click through rate
(CTR) from each top referrer video to a video can be computed. Let Rij denote the number of refer views from top
referrer video i to video j, and let Vi denote the total number of views of i. The CTR from i to j is given by Rij /Vi .
Similarly, the CTR from i to j between time t1 and t2 can
be computed using the difference of the refer views and the
difference of the total views in the two data snapshots taken
at t1 and t2 . The CTRs are used later when we construct
matrix P to analyze the view propagation.

Estimation of Injected Views

From our dataset, we have the total views of each video.
Here we show how the injected views can be estimated given
the total views. Let V be a row vector of the total views of
videos, which is the summation of the total injected views
and the total propagated views. From Equation 2, we can
derive VI = V (I −P ) = V −V P . Notice that in this equation
the propagated views is computed as V P . However, computing the propagated views this way does not allow one to
identify the the original source of each view (as opposed to
VI F ). Considering the change on YouTube, we then have
P
(t) (t)
VI = V − m
P .
t=1 ∆V
Let us now consider how to obtain P (t) from YouTube
data. From the view statistics of video j, we can compute
the CTR P (t) (i, j) from each top referrer video i to video
j as described in Section 3. The CTRs between videos and
their top referrer videos constitute part of the matrix P (t) ,
(t)
which is referred to as Ptop .
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Figure 2: (a) CTR for each position. (b) Position of
a video in related video lists of its non-top referrer
videos.

To obtain the remaining entries of P (t) , we need to identify the set of non-top referrer videos for each video and
their CTRs to the video. The set of non-top referrer videos
of video j can be obtained by identifying the videos that include video j in their related video lists. However, the exact
CTR of a non-top referrer is not available from the data. We
instead estimate P (t) (i, j) for non-top referrers based on the
position of j in i’s related video list, using the average CTR
of the position. The average CTR and the standard deviation for each position is shown in Figure 2a. As can be seen
from the figure, the CTR decreases quickly as the position
becomes lower, and the variation of the CTR is quite low
except for the first two positions. Since only approximately
4% of the videos are in the first two positions of related video
lists of non-top referrer videos, as shown in Figure 2b, we
believe that using the average CTR as P (i, j) is reasonable.
We denote the partial matrix of P (t) containing CTRs of
(t)
non-top referrer videos as Pnontop .
(t)
(t)
Having obtained Ptop and Pnontop , a good estimation of
(t)
(t)
(t)
P can be obtained from Ptop + Pnontop , which gives VI ≈
Pm
(t)
(t)
V − t=1 ∆V (t) (Ptop + Pnontop ). When P (t) is not available
for every period, VI can be estimated as
VI ≈ V − V (Ptop + Pnontop ),

(4)

video of the last snapshot and the whole period. The average difference is 1.2% with the standard error of 1.6%. From
P
(t) (t)
Pnontop can
these observations, we believe that m
t=1 ∆V
be well estimated by V Pnontop . With this approximation, we
can now compute the injected views as shown in Equation
4.

4.3

Estimation of Influence Matrix and Propagated Views Between Videos

To estimate the influence matrix, let us reconsider EquaP
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
tion 3 with Ptop and Pnontop : VP = VI F = m
t=1 ∆VI [Ptop +
(t)
(t)
(t)
Pnontop +(Ptop +Pnontop )2 +...]. In the following paragraphs,
we provide our arguments that F can be well estimated by
2
Ptop + Ptop
.
First, the terms with the power of three are very small
(t)
(t)
since each entry in Ptop and Pnontop is less than one and
most of them are less than 0.2, as shown by the CTRs in
Figure 2a. Therefore, they can be ignored. Next, we argue
that the non-top referrer links are less significant compared
to the top referrer links in terms of their contribution to
the total propagated views since the percentage of the total
propagated views from the non-top referrer videos is approximately 14% of the total propagated views. Furthermore,
our measurement shows that the non-top referrer video links
(t)
are often nonpersistent. When we compare Pnontop from two
snapshots 45 days apart, only 46% of the non-top referrer
links remain the same. This nonpersistence means that in
the long term the strength of the non-top referrer links is
relatively small compared to the top referrer links. There(t)
fore, any term containing Pnontop is much less significant for
estimating F , relative to the terms containing Ptop .
From these arguments, F can then be approximated from
2
Ptop + Ptop
, which would be able to capture most of the significant entries in F . Further, the approximation provides a
way to prune to a very dense matrix F into a sparser version that includes only significant entries. Now that we are
able to compute both the injected views and the influence
matrix, the propagated views between each pair of videos
can then be computed, and we have the three elements for
our analysis in the next section.

where Ptop contains the CTRs of the current top referrer
videos, and Pnontop contains the CTRs of non-top referrer
videos from a certain period, which in our case is the lastest
period. Following are our arguments.
P
(t) (t)
For the term m
Ptop , we argue that Ptop is a good
t=1 ∆V
(t)
estimation of Ptop for every t since the top referrer videos
are stable. The stability of the set of top referrer videos
indicates that the CTRs of top referrer videos are relatively
stable. Otherwise, the set of top referrer videos would be
changing. This is supported by a measurement result from
our dataset which shows that 96% of the video/top referrer
video pairs extracted from two data snapshots 45 days apart
remain the same. Ptop (i, j) can be obtained from the view
statistics as explained in Section 3.
Pm
(t) (t)
The term
Pnontop is the computation of the
t=1 ∆V
total propagated views coming from non-top referrer videos.
P
(t) (t)
We argue that m
Pnontop can be estimated by V Pnontop . 5. FACTORS IN VIEW PROPAGATION
t=1 ∆V
In this section, the roles of injected views and influence
First, we show that the percentage of propagated views
in view propagation are investigated. Better understanding
contributed by non-top referrer videos into the system are
of how injected views and influence play their parts in view
quite stable. For each period, the number of views propP
(t)
(t)
propagation could give hints on determining which videos
agated out from each video i is ∆V (i) j (Ptop (i, j) +
would be the most beneficial referrers.
(t)
Pnontop (i, j)). It is reasonable to assume that the sum of outP
(t)
(t)
5.1 How distance between videos impacts view
going CTRs for each video i, j (Ptop (i, j) + Pnontop (i, j)),
propagation
is stable over time. Therefore, the total views propagated
2
out from
video
i
in
the
long
term
can
be
approximated
by
By
estimating
influence as Ptop + Ptop
, the influence can
P
V (i) j (Ptop (i, j) + Pnontop (i, j)). As discussed previously,
be decomposed into the influence from paths of length 1 and
the top referrers and their CTRs are relatively constant.
the influence from paths of length 2. To understand the difThus, the percentage of propagated views contributed by all
ference between influence from the different path lengths, we
2
non-top referrer videos into the system are also quite stacompare Ptop and Ptop
, the influence from paths of length
ble over time. To verify this, we measure the percentage
1 and length 2, respectively. Figure 3a shows the distribu2
of views from non-top referrers from the last snapshot and
tion of values in Ptop and Ptop
. As shown in the figure, the
for the whole period from our data, which gives 4.3% and
influence from paths of length 2 is significantly lower. Even
3.9%, respectively. Next, we verify that V Pnontop is also
though there may be multiple paths of length 2 between a
Pm
(t) (t)
a good estimation of
Pnontop for each individpair of videos, the aggregated influence from all of them is
t=1 ∆V
ual video. We measure the difference between percentage
still almost always smaller than the influence from a path of
of propagated views from non-top referrer videos for each
length 1. The average influence from a path of length 1 is
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Figure 3: (a) Influence from paths of length 1 and
length 2. (b) Propagated views from direct and indirect top referrers.
Next, we quantify the importance of the direct and indirect top referrer videos. The direct and indirect top referrer
videos of a video are videos that connect to the video via a
path of length 1 and 2, respectively. For each video, we compute the percentage of propagated views contributed from
its direct and indirect top referrers. The distribution of the
percentage of propagated views from direct and indirect top
referrers is shown in Figure 3b. As shown in the figure, on
average 68% of propagated views are from direct top referrers, and nearly 15% of propagated views are from indirect
top referrers. While direct referrer videos contribute the majority of the propagated views, it should be noted that the
contribution from indirect top referrer videos is nonnegligible, even though the previous results show that influence is
greatly decreased with the distance. In combination, the direct and indirect top referrers account for more than 80% of
the propagated views. This result suggests that to increase
views through recommendation links, being on the related
video lists of beneficial videos would be the most effective
way. Also, when direct attachment is difficult, indirect attachment, that is, to be on the related lists of related videos,
could be effective.

5.2

Impacts of influence versus injected views

We investigate whether a video usually receives more views
from referrer videos with large number of injected views or
from referrer videos that have high influence on the video.
This should provide some hints to select beneficial videos to
attach to. For each video, we compute the ranking correlation between the injected views of its referrer videos and the
propagated views from the referrers and the ranking correlation between the influence and the propagated views. Our
investigation shows that the number of propagated views is
better correlated with the number of injected views, with
an average correlation of 0.51, while the correlation between
the propagated views and the influence is 0.29. The result indicates that a video tends to receive many propagated
views from referrer videos that have large number of injected
views, rather than referrer videos that have high influence.
Therefore, we conclude that referrer videos with large number of injected views are more preferable for attracting more
propagated views. With these guidelines on which videos
would be the most beneficial referrers, in the next section
we investigate how a video can create recommendation linkage with these referrers.

6.

POTENTIAL OF MANIPULATING METADATA

Our question in this section is how one can make the beneficial videos become referrer videos. There are several underlying factors that induce the referral linkage. Identifying
these factors is useful in order to leverage the recommendation system for increasing video views. In this section,
we study the relationship between a video and its top referrer videos to identify some of the factors that directly or
indirectly induce their relationship.
We initially observed that it is common for videos and
their top referrer videos to share similar titles, tags, or uploaders. To investigate how much the similarity of titles,
tags, and uploaders can define the relationship between a
video and its top referrer videos, we define a metric to measure the similarity between videos based on their titles, tags,
and uploaders as Sα (i, j) = αSk (i, j)+(1−α)Su (i, j). Sk (i, j)
is the cosine similarity between the TF-IDF vectors of video
i and j created from keywords in the video’s titles and tags.
Su (i, j) is equal to one if i and j have the same uploader; otherwise, Su (i, j) is zero. The α is a parameter for controlling
the weights of title/tag similarity and uploader similarity.
We first examine whether a video is more similar to its top
referrer videos compared to other videos. We will refer to a
pair of a video and one of its top referrer videos as a referrer video pair. Our sample video set contains 1,500 videos,
resulting in 5,875 direct referrer video pairs and 10,743 indirect referrer video pairs. We create a pool of approximately
120,000 videos from our full dataset to compare the top referrers with other videos. For each video in the sample set,
we rank all videos in the pool based on the defined similarity Sα and obtain the ranks of its direct and indirect top
referrer videos. The value of α used for this measurement is
0.7. We find that 90% of the direct top referrer videos are
ranked higher than 100, i.e., among the top 0.1% most similar videos. The indirect top referrer videos’ ranks are generally lower than the direct top referrer videos’ ranks, but
are still high. 80% of the indirect top referrers are ranked
higher than 178. These results suggest that titles, tags, and
uploaders of the referrer videos are usually more similar to
the video’s, compared to those of other videos.
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Figure 4: Likelihood of becoming top referrers
Additionally, we compute the likelihood of a video with
similarity rank n becoming a top referrer video. Figure 4
shows the percentage of videos with similarity rank n that
becomes a top referrer video. From the figure, 41% of the
videos with similarity rank 1 are direct top referrers, and
14% of them are indirect top referrers. In combination, 55%
of the time, the most similar video is either a direct or an indirect top referrer. This likelihood decreases for lower ranks,

and after the 20th rank, the decrease becomes gradual. Let
us consider the fact that the top referrers of a video are determined from the number of views they refer to the video.
This means that the popularity of the referrer videos is one
of the key factors in determining whether they are the top
referrers or not. Despite this fact, we still observe the influence of title/tag similarity on the top referrer relationship;
this emphasizes the importance of having high title/tag similarity with the top referrers.
From the results shown, we conclude that the similarity
in titles, tags, and uploaders of videos is a significant factor
that influences the top referrer relationship between videos.
Our hypothesis is that for videos (e.g. new videos) with no
or little co-view information, title/tag/uploader similarity is
the main information used for determining recommendation
lists. These bootstrapping lists encourage co-viewing between videos with similar titles and tags, resulting in videos
with higher similarity being more likely to be the top referrer videos. Therefore, it is possible to manipulate titles and
tags of videos to increase video popularity.

7.

RELATED WORK

The research community has been interested in how recommendation systems influence online content popularity.
In [1], Chen et al. studied the impact of recommendation on
sales using book sales data from Amazon.com, demonstrating the positive correlation between the number of times the
books are recommended and their sales rank. The impact
of recommendation systems in e-commerce sales has also
been studied through analytical models and simulation in
[5] and [6], which concluded that collaborative filtering recommenders tend to decrease sales diversity. Our work in [11]
is a measurement-based study on the impact of the recommendation system on YouTube video views. In a larger context, several models have been proposed to understand and
predict online content popularity. In [3], Crane et al. investigated the response of YouTube video popularity to social
events. Models for predicting popularity of online content
including YouTube videos and Digg stories are proposed in
[9], [10], [2], and [8].
In this work, we focus on studying the impact of a recommendation system on video popularity in a user-generated
video site. In contrast with the previous works that investigate the impact of recommendation systems, our investigation is based on a view propagation model formulated from
user browsing behavior. The model allows us to study how
videos influence each other’s popularity through the linkage
induced by the recommendation system and how one can
exploit the influence to boost the popularity of a video.

8.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the role of the recommendation
system on the popularity of videos in YouTube and then
explore the possibility of leveraging the recommendation
system to boost video views. We propose a view propagation model which models how views are propagated between
videos through video linkage induced by the recommendation system. The model allows us to quantify the influence
between videos even though they are not directly linked to
each other. Our analysis shows that the majority of propagated views of a video are driven by a few referrer videos
that are within two hops away, i.e., direct and indirect top

referrer videos. In addition, the popularity of a referrer video
plays a larger role in determining the number of propagated
views in comparison with the click through rate. We further analyze important characteristics of the top referrers
to infer factors that influence recommendation linkage formation. We find that similarity of videos’ titles and tags has
significant influence in the formation of referral relationship
between videos. These results indicate the potential of manipulating videos’ metadata to increase video views through
the recommendation system.
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